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Effects of commensal biofilms on a peri-implant mucosa in a three dimensional model 
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3Fraunhofer Institute of Silicate Research ISC, Translational Center for Regenerative Therapies, Würzburg, Germany 
4University Hospital of Würzburg, Chair of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative Medicine, Würzburg, Germany 

A symbiotic microbial community of commensals exists during oral health. Pathogenic bacteria are able to induce dysregulation of host-

microbiota homeostasis and a dysbiotic biofilm formation can cause peri-implantitis, a chronic infection. Little is known about the role of 

commensal and pathogenic bacteria in the regulation of the balance between host tolerance and inflammation. Previous studies have indicated 

that commensal bacteria are related to disease prevention, but details about the modulatory effects are still missing. Moreover, knowledge about 

the influence of implant material on host-microbe interaction is limited. Thus, our aim was to investigate the effects of a commensal 

monospecies Streptoccocus oralis biofilm and a commensal four-species biofilm (S. oralis, Actinomyces naeslundii, Veillonella dispar, 

Porphyromonas gingivalis) in our novel implant-mucosa model. The three dimensional in vitro model combines the three components oral 

mucosa, implant material and oral biofilm. After S. oralis challenge, a morphological difference at the implant area was observed in comparison 

to the farther or unchallenged mucosa. In addition, culture with S. oralis biofilm led to an altered cytokine/chemokine secretion. This indicates a 

hyporesponsiveness of the tissue which can protect it from inflammatory destruction. However, in the in vivo situation a multispecies biofilm is 

present. Therefore, we integrated a commensal four-species biofilm in our model to reduce the gap to the in vivo situation. The four-species 

biofilm challenged mucosa showed no morphological difference to the unchallenged mucosa. This illustrates that the effects of commensal 

mono- or multispecies biofilms are different and the interaction of bacteria species can be important regarding tissue response. The novel 3D 

implant-mucosa model opens the opportunity for various in vitro studies of host-microbe interactions for implant improvement. 
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Complex in vitro test systems based on microbiological infection models for the testing 

of implant materials 

*M. Frant1, R. Schade1, K. Liefeith1 
1Institute for Bioprocessing and Analytical Measurement Techniques e.V., Biomaterials, Heilbad Heiligenstadt, Germany 

Introduction 

Regardless of the respective medical device, the formation of a microbial biofilm represents the presence of pathogenic germs and thus the cause 

of potential complications. The infection potential vary depending on the site of application and the duration of use of the implant. 

Objectives 

Typical test scenarios are the establishment of a plaque model to simulate the oral cavity and the establishment of an infection model to address 

the risk of implant associated infections. Thus, different materials used as implant material were analyzed regarding their biofilm forming 

potential. 

Materials & methods 

The study included the tests of a spectrum of representatives of implant materials: the metals TiAl6V4 and CoCrMo and the polymers 

UHMWPE and PEEK. Furthermore clinically established ZTA ceramics were compared to the selected materials. Two factors of materials are 

of central importance: (1) physicochemical surface properties, (2) adhesion-inhibiting properties. 

Results 

The in vitro biofilm simulation system enables the testing of bacterial adherence and biofilm formation under reproducible conditions. The 

system can be used flexibly with regard to the application of site-specific target germs. 

Conclusion 

Taking into consideration the whole process of biofilm formation from the initial bacterial adhesion up to later developmental stages, biofilms 

contain as a rule diverse microbial populations (multi-species biofilms). First in vitro models are available but still in it´s infancy. Complex 

biological test scenarios require an adequate technical setup to be able to establish clinical relevant in vitro models. Bioreactors represent a 

suitable and versatile platform technology to enable a complex and reproducible biofilm monitoring. 
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On demand drug release by hyperthermia from superparamagnetic silica nanoparticles 

in a 3D tumour model 
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Targeted delivery of drugs has been a major challenge in treatment of diseases. Conventional drug delivery is usually based on systemic 

application of drugs which is characterized by demand for high doses, poor selectivity and side effects on non-target cells. Mesoporous silica 

nanoparticles (MSN) have been successfully used in many therapeutic strategies as a drug delivery system. Their large loading capability, 

flexible surface modification and excellent biocompatibility are ideal properties for pharmaceutical drug carriers. However, so far, effective 

strategies for targeting these particles in vivo to the site of action are still missing. Here, we employed macrophages as carriers for MSN with a 

superparamagnetic core. We demonstrate that macrophages efficiently take up high amounts of MSN, thereby showing good biocompatibility, 

still, showing good biocompatibility. If exposed to an alternating magnetic field (AMF), hyperthermia is induced that results in induction of 

apoptosis and concomitant release of the MSNs. We employed this method to achieve induced release of a model drug. To this end, we used 

ansamitocin, a toxin which was linked to superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) via a thermo-sensitive linker. Our studies show 

that the drug can be cleaved from the cell-entrapped particles upon exposure to AMF and drops the viability of exposed adjacent target cells. 

Moreover, in a 3D co-culture model we could demonstrate specific killing of associated tumour cells when employing a ratio as low as 1:40 

(SPION-loaded macrophage : tumour cells). Together our results demonstrate that controlled drug release from macrophage entrapped 

nanoparticles is an attractive novel strategy for targeted drug release. 
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